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INTRODUCTION

Voting lies at the core of the democratic system of government; it is the citizen’s opportunity to influence the political machine and shape government policy. The very definition of a democracy is “[g]overnment
by the people, either directly or through representatives elected by the people."2 However, over the last twenty years, voter participation in the United States has fluctuated between fifty and sixty percent in presidential elections.3 Even in the highly contentious presidential race of 2004, voter turnout was estimated not to have exceeded sixty percent.4 Turnout has been even lower in senatorial and representative races.5 Put simply, “[t]he problem of the twentieth century has shown itself to be that of persuading the peoples to make use of the right for which they clamored . . . .”6

The result of this dynamic is the proliferation of candidates who run campaigns designed to mobilize highly ideological political groups, focusing on hot-button issues instead of solid governmental principles.7 This increase in highly polarized politicians has led to serious problems for our national government; ideological battles and government gridlocks have grabbed the attention of the mass media and public at large.8 In short, “[t]he fact that more and more citizens decide not to vote can now be considered a serious problem for the health of American Democracy . . . .”9

---

2 BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 497 (9th ed. 2009).
5 Ornstein, supra note 3.
Based on successful implementation of compulsory voting laws in Western democracies demographically and culturally similar to the United States, this comment suggests that enactment of comparable laws would benefit our political system in four ways. Such law would (1) provide a system more representative of the general public, (2) increase the amount of moderate politicians who are willing to cooperate and compromise with each other, (3) reduce the incentive for campaigns to target special interest groups, super PACs, and corporations, who now have unbridled ability to fund election efforts under the recent *Citizens United* decision, and (4) instill a sense of civic responsibility in the American electorate, thereby increasing participation in the U.S. political system. Research also shows that low voter turnout in democracy leads to “unequal and socioeconomically biased turnout.” International scholars have demonstrated that there is a clear pattern: as turnout diminishes, inequality rises. Thus, enacting compulsory voting could satisfy a number of important policy concerns.

Part I of this note examines the legislative history and effects of compulsory voting laws in Australia and Belgium. A number of modern democracies have a compulsory voting scheme in place; Australia and Belgium simply provide comparable examples. These laws have been extremely effective at achieving their primary goal of voter turnout. Abstention levels in countries with compulsory voting are more than fifteen percent lower than countries without the laws. Australia’s abstention rates are some of the lowest in the world, averaging 5.5 percent in the twenty-four elections between 1946 and 2004.

---

10 In *Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission*, the Supreme Court in a highly contentious 5-4 decision held that the First Amendment prohibits government from placing limits on the amounts corporations and unions are able to expend on electioneering communications. 558 U.S. 310, 130 S. Ct. 876 (2010). In a vehement dissent, Justice Stevens argued that “the Court’s opinion is thus a rejection of the common sense of the American people, who have recognized a need to prevent corporations from undermining self government since the founding . . . .” Id. at 979.


12 See Mariën, supra note 9, at 10-11.


14 See Mariën, supra note 9 at 5.

instilling the concept that voting is a necessary civic duty into the minds of the public. A survey conducted in Belgium indicated that over half of the respondents would vote “always” or “most of the time” if compulsory voting laws were repealed.\textsuperscript{16} The history of the laws in Australia and Belgium provide potential road maps for the enactment of a similar system in the United States.

Part II examines possible routes to enactment of compulsory voting through legislation on a federal or state level. Implementing compulsory voting at the federal level would require overcoming strong case precedent and substantial constitutional obstacles. However, it is not outside the realm of possibility. There is significant dissent over whether there is an implied right to not vote in the United States.\textsuperscript{17} However, the current understanding of First Amendment rights and compulsory voting are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Furthermore, the recent Court of Appeals decisions surrounding the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (“Obamacare”) legislation have reinterpreted the meaning of “activity” in relation to Congress’ powers under the Commerce and Necessary and Proper Clauses; the decisions have opened up the possibility of specific forms of inactivity to be regulated, even potentially compelling action by individual citizens.\textsuperscript{18} This comment will argue for application of similar reasoning to abysmal voter turnout rates, hopefully increasing the effectiveness and legitimacy of our government.

A constitutional amendment could also establish a compulsory voting scheme. Belgium used their amendment process in 1893 to include \textit{le vote obligatoire}, responding to alarming abstention rates and bribes offered to individuals to refrain from voting.\textsuperscript{19} However, this method is unlikely to be successful in the United States due to the substantial differences in Belgium’s constitutional amendment procedures compared to our own.\textsuperscript{20}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{16} See Mariën, \textit{supra} note 9, at 6–7.
\item \textsuperscript{18} See Seven-Sky v. Holder, 661 F.3d 1, 20 (D.C. Cir. 2011).
\item \textsuperscript{19} Robson, \textit{supra} note 6, at 572.
\item \textsuperscript{20} Compare U.S. CONST. art. V with 1994 CONST. arts. 187–194 (Belg.).
\end{itemize}
Alternatively, states have broad powers to regulate statewide elections based on the Tenth Amendment and strong case precedent. Two states passed compulsory voting laws around the turn of the century, but their legislatures never wrote them into law. Thus, state law provides another option for the implementation of a compulsory voting scheme in the United States. These laws, if successful, could lead to a movement to institute the system at a federal level. Australia’s compulsory voting laws were first passed at a territorial level for local elections. After a number of years where voter turnout for federal elections in Queensland was ten to twenty percent higher than that for the Commonwealth, politicians proposed instituting the laws on a national level.

Part III discusses the potential benefits and consequences of implementing compulsory voting within the United States. Ultimately, this comment will conclude that the United States should consider adopting some form of compulsory voting as higher voter turnout would reduce inequality while producing a more efficient government. These gains seem to outweigh any foreseeable negative consequences.

I. LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF COMPULSORY VOTING LAW IN BELGIUM AND AUSTRALIA

Politically, demographically, and culturally, Australia and Belgium share a number of similarities with the United States. Both have bicameral republican systems split between federal and local governments, a geographically and culturally diverse polity, and, until the recent global recession, relatively stable national economies. Thus, both countries provide potential models for the enactment of compulsory voting legislation in the United States. Belgium took a more traditional approach.
route, simply amending its Constitution to include an obligatory voting requirement.\textsuperscript{25} However, Belgium’s amendment process is substantially different than that of the United States.\textsuperscript{26}

In contrast, Australia established their compulsory voting system through the legislative process. Australia provides a particularly compelling example, as provincial legislation similar to U.S. state law was so successful, it spawned a national movement to enact the model at a federal level.\textsuperscript{27} Although neither country has experienced much resistance to the law, due to differences in the civil and political histories of Belgium and Australia, their paths to enactment would encounter obstacles in the United States.

\textbf{A. HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF BELGIUM’S COMPULSORY VOTING SYSTEM}

Belgium introduced \textit{le vote obligatoire} nationwide in 1893 through constitutional amendment.\textsuperscript{28} The revision drew support amid poor voter turnout in then recent national and provincial elections.\textsuperscript{29} The law currently exists in Chapter I, Sec. 1, Art. 62, and reads, “[v]oting is obligatory and secret. It takes place in the municipality, except in the cases determined by the law.”\textsuperscript{30} The duty is strictly enforced, resulting in a fine and disenfranchisement after repeat offenses unless an acceptable excuse is provided.\textsuperscript{31}

Progressive sanctions exist to discourage citizens from becoming repeat offenders of the law.\textsuperscript{32} If an individual commits three offenses in a ten-year period, their name will be posted on the local city hall façade.\textsuperscript{33} If an individual violates the law four times within a fifteen year period, a serious penalty is exacted: the citizen has their name taken off the national register, precluding them from obtaining any promotion or employment position with the government.\textsuperscript{34} As around sixteen percent

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{25} Robson, \textit{supra} note 6, at 572.
  \item \textsuperscript{26} See \textit{supra} note 20 and accompanying discussion.
  \item \textsuperscript{27} See Matsler, \textit{supra} note 23, at 963.
  \item \textsuperscript{28} ELECTORAL COMM’N, \textit{COMPULSORY VOTING AROUND THE WORLD} 14 (2006)
  \item \textsuperscript{29} Matsler, \textit{supra} note 23, at 966.
  \item \textsuperscript{30} 1994 CONST. art. 62 (Belg.).
  \item \textsuperscript{31} ELECTORAL COMM’N, \textit{supra} note 28, at 19.
  \item \textsuperscript{32} Matsler, \textit{supra} note 23, at 967.
  \item \textsuperscript{33} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{34} See id.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
of the population is employed in some sort of public service at any given time, this is a particularly threatening penalty.35

The Belgian amendment process has been utilized much more frequently than its U.S. counterpart, and differences between the two processes have led to a disproportionate amount of successful revisions in the countries.36 To amend the U.S. Constitution, two-thirds of both the House and Senate must vote in favor of proposing the amendment37 or two-thirds of the state legislatures must request that Congress call a national convention to propose amendments.38 To ratify an amendment, either three-fourths of the state legislatures or ratifying conventions in three-fourths of the states must approve the change.39 Hundreds of amendments are proposed during each congressional session; out of those thousands, only twenty-seven, including the Bill of Rights, have been ratified.40

In contrast, the Belgian Constitution has been amended twenty-seven times since 1994 with as many as four amendments occurring within the span of a year.41 The amendment process for the Belgian Constitution is described in Title VIII of the document.42 Any member of the bicameral parliament may file an initiative proposing an amendment to an existing clause, or the King may declare a need for a revision.43 The

36 See supra note 20 and accompanying discussion.
37 U.S. CONST. art. V, § 1.
38 Id. The latter method has never been used.
39 Id.
42 1994 CONST. Title VIII (Belg.).
initiative or declaration requires the support of the King, as well as majorities of both the Senate and Chamber of Representatives. Following this decision, the Chamber of Representatives and the Senate are automatically dissolved and an election must take place.

During this election period, candidates and their respective parties take a stand on the political issues surrounding the proposed amendment. The election thus provides private citizens the opportunity to vote for candidates whose interpretation of the issue comports with their sentiments. Following this election, the new representatives may amend the articles the original proposal specified within four years. There must be a super-majority quorum (more than two-thirds) present at debates surrounding the substantive element of the amendment; adoption also requires support from two-thirds of the votes cast.

In contrast to the quasi-legislative nature of the Belgian amendment process, the super-majority requirements of the U.S. amendment process makes the enactment of compulsory voting unlikely given the potential political and social ire it is likely to draw from the general public. The Belgian amendment procedure avoided the 3/4 percentages required by its U.S. counterpart by entrusting proposals to the existing parliament and ratifications to a group of newly elected representatives. Thus, amendments are more likely to pass as there is less reliance on the consensus of the popular vote, which is naturally harder to secure. As discussed above, a higher degree of trust is placed in the representatives’ decisions due to their recent campaigns explaining their stance on the issue and possibly an advanced understanding of the dynamic nature of government.

“In Belgium, like other countries employing a system of compulsory voting, the duty to vote is not resented but revered.”

45 Id. at 20.
46 Id. at 20.
47 See id.
48 1994 Const. art. 195 (Belg.); Delpérée, supra note 43, at 20.
49 Delpérée, supra note 43, at 18; 1994 Const. art. 195 (Belg.).
50 U.S. Const. art. V, § 1.
51 See supra notes 36–49 and accompanying discussion.
52 Matsler, supra note 23, at 966.
Belgians recognize voting as an important civic duty that they are responsible for fulfilling as citizens of their country.  

B. HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF AUSTRALIA’S GOVERNMENT AND COMPULSORY VOTING SYSTEM

1. SYSTEM OF AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT

Similar to Belgium, Australia’s federal and local governments share a number of common characteristics with their U.S. counterparts. Since compulsory voting law spawned at a local level and later gained support in the federal system, this analysis will follow the same pattern, examining state government first and the federal legislative system second. Australia’s six states are ruled by a governor or premier, and are allowed to pass local legislation on any matter not otherwise controlled by Article 51 of the Australian Constitution. The state system is seen as an essential element of Australian government, possessing the important abilities of responding rapidly and efficiently to problems in diverse locations, applying local knowledge and solutions, and accessing local communication channels. In contrast, Australia’s federal system consists of a bicameral legislative Parliament composed of a House of Representatives and a Senate, an Executive branch overseen by a Prime Minister and his Cabinet, and a judiciary consisting of federal and territorial courts.

Queensland was the first territory to compel voting in 1914. Compulsory registration of all citizens was instituted nationwide a number of years earlier as “a means of improving the accuracy of electoral rolls.” Compulsory voting was argued to be a natural

---

53 Id. (quoting one native Belgian, “[e]very Belgian citizen over [eighteen] years old has both the right and the duty to vote because the country is a democracy – government of the people, for the people and by the people.”) (citation omitted).

54 See supra notes 24–25.


58 Id. at 137, 142. Queensland had compulsory voter registration in 1914. Id. at 137. Queensland’s first election with compulsory voting was in 1915. Id.

extension of this concept. 60 Queensland traditionally holds about a fifth of Australia’s population. 61

One might expect proponents of colonialism and federalism to cringe at such an intrusive action by government. However, voter enrollment was made obligatory through nationwide legislation in 1924. 62 Thus, compulsory voting was not so substantial a leap to incite retaliation from staunch federalists. The Queensland compulsory voting law was successful, achieving its primary goal of increasing voter turnout in local elections while also unexpectedly boosting voter turnout for federal elections in the territory as well. 63 Following its success in Queensland, compulsory voting for the Commonwealth gained national support and was eventually enacted in 1924. 64

2. AUSTRALIA’S ENACTMENT OF COMPULSORY VOTING

By 1922, eighty-two percent of the eligible voters in Queensland were voting in federal elections, surpassing the national average by twenty percent. 65 The system gained support nationally and in 1925, the government passed the Commonwealth Electoral Act, requiring individuals to attend the polls on Election Day. 66 Between 1984 and 2004, voter turnout in federal elections averaged well over ninety percent. 67

The text of the law was drafted with considerable care, providing enough flexibility to avoid widespread protest while having enough teeth to effectuate its goals. The term “compulsory voting” is really a misnomer. The Act only requires registration and attendance, not an actual choice at the polls. 68 Several court decisions have upheld the requirement of actually issuing some type of a ballot as opposed to

---

60 Id.
63 Mackerras & McAllister, supra note 59, at 220.
64 Id.; Commonwealth Electoral Act 1924 (Cth) (Austl.). This act created the Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918-1924 (referred to in this section as the “Act”) by amending new provisions into the already existing Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918-1922. Id.
65 BENNETT, supra note 15, at 4.
66 Id. at 3–4.
67 Id. at 12.
merely registering attendance. The relevant text of the Act, section 128A (1.), reads: “[i]t shall be the duty of every elector to record his vote at each election.” Some have called to include a blank “abstention box” to accommodate those electors unwilling to express a preference among candidates. A similar provision in a potential U.S. statute would reduce First Amendment concerns. In practice, between one and two percent of Australian voters utilize the “no candidate” ballot.

The law provides sanctions for noncompliance, starting with a fine of $50 AUP with the severity of the penalty progressively increasing in cases of repeat offenders. Refusal to pay or to provide a legitimate excuse can result in prosecution, but less than two percent of nonvoters are prosecuted.

All parties tacitly supported the legislation at the time of its enactment. The law gave them relief from mounting electioneering obligations and costs. Since the law’s enactment, there has been a stable level of participation in the six major political parties, though statistics suggest that compulsory voting favors left leaning parties. Additionally, political parties no longer have to worry about “getting out the vote,” thus enabling them to focus on persuading unassociated voters, typically through extolling their political stance on material issues. Furthermore, the law has not given a marked advantage to individual political parties or causes. “There appears to be a consensus that there would have been the same result at each of the four elections [leading up to 2006] if they

---

70 See Commonwealth Electoral Act 1924 (Cth) s 2 (Austl.) (inserting a new section 128A into the newly created Commonwealth Electoral Act 1918-1924).
71 Bennett, supra note 15, at 23–24.
72 Id. at 19.
73 Section 128A(12) provides these sanctions: Any eligible voter who (a) fails to vote at an election without a valid and sufficient reason for such failure; or (b) on receipt of a notice in accordance with sub-section (4.) of this section, fails to fill up, sign, and post within the time allowed under sub-section (5.) of this section the form (duly witnessed) which is attached to the notice; or (c) states in such form a false reason for not having voted, or, in the case of an elector filling up or purporting to fill up a form on behalf of any other elector, in pursuance of sub-section (7.) of this section, states in such a form a false reason why that other elector did not vote, shall be guilty of an offense. Commonwealth Electoral Act 1924 (Cth) s 2 (Austl.).
74 Electoral Comm’n, supra note 28, at 7.
75 Mackerras & McAllister, supra note 63, at 224.
76 Crisp, supra note 63, at 142.
77 Id. at 142.
78 Crisp, supra note 57, at 142–43; Mackerras & McAllister, supra note 63, at 227.
79 Evans, supra note 69, at 14.
had been held under a voluntary regime.\textsuperscript{80} Thus, parties start with the knowledge that there will be a ninety-five to ninety-six percent turnout.\textsuperscript{81} with a victory turning on which party can swing the “floating vote” and independents, especially in marginal seats.\textsuperscript{82}

The Australian law has gone essentially unopposed by the public and legislative bodies. Activists sporadically protest the fines or penalties exacted, claiming that the right to vote implies an inverse right not to vote.\textsuperscript{83} However, these challenges have been unsuccessful thus far. Surveys taken between 2004 and 2006 indicate that over seventy percent of the population is in support of retaining some form of compulsory voting.\textsuperscript{84} Thus, case law on the subject is limited.

II. POSSIBLE ENACTMENT OF COMPULSORY VOTING LAW IN THE UNITED STATES

Enacting compulsory voting in the United States faces a number of substantial obstacles. Changing voting behavior is especially difficult as it is partially norm-driven.\textsuperscript{85} Additionally, there are powerful social, political, and constitutional arguments against the enactment of compulsory voting; however, given the distressed state of our federal and state governments, the American public may be more amenable to alternative solutions. As noted above, voting is only a habit among certain social groups; a substantial body of comparative research indicates that there are strong negative correlations between voting and socio-economic status characteristics like low levels of education, residential instability and homelessness, economic marginality, and unemployment.\textsuperscript{86} There are three theoretical paths to enact compulsory voting legislation in the United States: federal legislation, state

\textsuperscript{80} Id.
\textsuperscript{81} BENNETT, supra note 15, at 12.
\textsuperscript{82} Id.
\textsuperscript{84} BENNETT, supra note 15, at 22.
\textsuperscript{85} According to results generated by polling in Britain, ‘civic duty’ and ‘habit’ are the primary reasons why three in five citizens chose to vote. Hill, supra note 68, at 482.
legislation, or through a constitutional amendment. Legislation is the most likely route, regardless of what level it is proposed on. Since the enactment of the Bill of Rights, the U.S. Constitution has only been amended seventeen times.\(^{87}\)

The direct effect of compulsory voting legislation is obviously higher voter turnout, but there are numerous ancillary benefits. Other countries have found that compulsory voting may instill or foster a sense of civic responsibility in regards to voting. “The Netherlands averaged a turnout of 94.7 per cent before compulsory voting was abolished in 1971, and a turnout of 81.4 per cent in the years since.”\(^{88}\) Italy’s compulsory voting law was repealed after existing for almost a decade,\(^{89}\) but its voter turnout still remains one of the highest in the Western world.\(^{90}\) Thus, if the counterarguments to the concept could be overcome, compulsory voting could be a powerful way to reengage an American polity that has become disillusioned and apathetic about government.

**A. FEDERAL LEGISLATION**

Federal legislation compelling all eligible individuals to vote is one way to implement compulsory voting in the United States. Compulsory voting could potentially be passed through Congress’ enumerated powers under the Commerce Clause, the Taxing and Spending Clause or the Election Clause.

Generally, there have been implicit limitations on Congress’ ability to address individual non-action. However, the recent federal health care legislation has blurred this limitation through a mandate requiring that individuals purchase a government sanctioned health insurance policy or pay a fee.\(^{91}\) This mandate has been subject to extensive challenges at the state level as discussed below. Some lower courts have upheld the law based on the combination of powers contained in the Commerce Clause and a broad interpretation of the Necessary and Proper Clause. The Supreme Court ultimately upheld the

---

87 See U.S. CONST. amends. XI – XXVII.
88 BENNETT, supra note 15, at 1.
individual mandate as constitutional under the Taxing and Spending Clause, departing from the logic applied by the Courts of Appeals.92

Federal legislation is a viable option to establish a compulsory voting system. In order for Congress to pass legislation, it must be connected to an enumerated power granted to them by the Constitution. The U.S. Constitution vests in the federal government certain powers regarding voting under Article I, Section 4, and Article II, Section I. Article I, Section 4 grants Congress the ability to structure national elections.93 “Congress may at any time by Law make or alter such Regulations” regarding “[t]he Times, Places and Manner of holding Elections for Senators and Representatives.”94 The Twelfth Amendment provides voting procedures for the Electoral College; Article II gives Congress the power to set the date of the presidential election.95 Although textually limited, the Supreme Court has read Congress’ power to regulate presidential elections broadly in light of the Necessary and Proper Clause.96 Typically, the Court has sustained provisions designed to prevent chaos, fraud, or corruption.97

The Supreme Court has upheld federal legislation regulating the electoral process in various degrees.98 The McConnell decision contains a detailed snapshot of the current ability of Congress to adjust federal election procedures and the potential justifications for doing so. The case arose from challenges to the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act, also known as the McCain-Feingold Act.99 The legislation was enacted to provide a cap on the funds national political party committees could raise.

---

94 Id.
95 U.S. CONST. art. II, amend. XII.
97 “[A]s a practical matter, there must be a substantial regulation of elections if they are to be fair and honest and if some sort of order, rather than chaos, is to accompany the democratic processes.” Burdick v. Takushi, 504 U.S. 428, 433 (1992) (quoting Storer v. Brown, 415 U.S. 724 (1974)).
99 Id. at 114.
and spend on elections—both at a federal and a state level—and to address the proliferation of issue advocacy advertisements, which these funds have traditionally covered. The opponents of the law claimed that it infringed upon their right to free speech by limiting the expression of their political opinion through behavior.

The Court ultimately upheld the legislation based on Congress’ power under the Election Clause. However, the Court worded its opinion carefully, signaling that the Court may not be so quick to defer to drastic overhauls of federal election law. Thus, it appears that Congress may have considerable reach in regulating the electoral process both at a federal and a state level in the name of maintaining the integrity of officeholders. If Congress’ interest is substantial enough to satisfy the high level of scrutiny required when an electoral law potentially infringes upon a citizen’s right to free speech, then Congress may regulate elections.

The McConnell decision was overturned in part by the Court’s subsequent decision in Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, a highly contentious decision that is still vigorously debated. However, compulsory voting legislation could potentially draw on the principles expounded in McConnell and be distinguished from the law challenged in the Citizens United decision. The language of “maintaining the integrity” discussed in McConnell is a malleable and potentially broad concept. Compulsory voting is arguably consistent with maintaining this integrity, as it has the potential to ensure that officeholders are actually elected by the majority of the polity, and to also restore some faith in our

---

100 See McConnell, 540 U.S. at 132.
101 Id. at 158–59.
102 Id. at 187. “Congress has a fully legitimate interest in maintaining the integrity of federal officeholders and preventing corruption of federal electoral processes through the means it has chosen. Indeed, our above analysis turns on our finding that those interests are sufficient to satisfy First Amendment scrutiny.” Id.
103 Id. at 117. “Congress’ careful legislative adjustment of the federal electoral laws, in a cautious advance, step by step, to account for the particular legal and economic attributes of corporations and labor organizations warrants considerable deference.” Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).
104 Id. at 187.
105 See id.
government, while not implicating any of the due process or First Amendment issues with which the *Citizens United* decisions takes issue.

1. **USE OF THE EXPANDED INTERPRETATION IN THE “OBAMACARE” DECISIONS OF THE NECESSARY AND PROPER CLAUSE COUPLED WITH OTHER CONGRESSIONAL POWERS TO ENACT COMPULSORY VOTING**

Rarely is the Federal Government allowed to mandate a citizen to act. However, recent federal litigation has begun to expand Congress’ powers to compel individual action. Recent decisions addressing challenges to the individual mandate in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (“PPACA”), referred to colloquially as “Obamacare,” have expanded Congress’ power in an interesting way. The language in the opinions potentially extends Congress’ power under the Necessary and Proper Clause further than ever before, perhaps even far enough to legally support some form of compulsory voting. 107 In the past, Congress has been able to encourage organizations and citizens to behave in a specific way; sometimes this “encouragement” borders on coercion as seen in the discussion of the use of the Taxing and Spending Clause below. The individual mandate in the Act does precisely that: every “applicable individual” is required to purchase some form of health insurance. 108 Congress passed the Act under the authority it claimed under the Commerce Clause coupled with the Necessary and Proper Clause. 109 The legislation was challenged on constitutional grounds, and two out of the three federal district courts that heard the case declared the individual mandate provision constitutional. The Eleventh Circuit struck the provision down, but the Sixth and Federal Circuits upheld it based on

---


109 In defending the Act before the Supreme Court, the Government argued that the individual mandate was a valid exercise of power under the Commerce Clause and the Necessary and Proper Clause. See Nat’l Fed’n of Indep. Bus. v. Sebelius, 567 U.S. ___, 132 S. Ct. 2566, 2585 (2012); U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cls. 3, 18.
an expansion of the powers implied by the Necessary and Proper Clause read in conjunction with the Commerce Clause.¹¹⁰

Judge Roger Vinson, writing for the Northern District Court of Florida, declared the law unconstitutional on grounds that the individual mandate to purchase insurance exceeded the authority of Congress to regulate interstate commerce.¹¹¹ Vinson further ruled that the mandate clause was not severable, which had the effect of striking down the entire law.¹¹² On appeal, the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the lower court’s decision in part: the court agreed that the mandate was unconstitutional, but held that it could be severed, allowing the rest of the PPACA to remain.¹¹³

The Sixth Circuit and the D.C. Circuit both upheld the law in its entirety, and both decisions relied on a similar and important finding: because virtually everyone will eventually need some sort of health services, no one is truly inactive in the market, and the health services market is inextricably intertwined with health insurance.¹¹⁴ Congress found that those who opt to self insure almost always consume health care services they cannot afford, thus affecting the national health care market and the insured; the insured cover these costs through higher premiums to the tune of $43 billion annually.¹¹⁵ Thus, Congress concluded that decisions about how to pay for health care, in the aggregate, substantially affect interstate commerce.¹¹⁶ The D.C. Circuit held that no Supreme Court decision has ever held or implied that Congress’ Commerce Clause authority is limited to individuals who are presently engaging in an activity involving, or substantially affecting, interstate commerce.¹¹⁷ Regarding federal law addressing inactivity, the court found that existing activity is not some sort of touchstone or a

¹¹² Id.
¹¹⁴ Seven-Sky, 661 F.3d at 14; Thomas More Law Ctr., 651 F.3d at 548.
¹¹⁵ Seven-Sky, 661 F.3d at 14.
¹¹⁶ Id.
¹¹⁷ Id. at 16.
necessary precursor to Commerce Clause regulation, citing the seminal case *Wickard v. Filburn* as the closest precedent on point.\(^{118}\)

Unfortunately, the Supreme Court’s decision to uphold the individual mandate in *National Federation of Independent Business v. Sebelius* was primarily based on Congress’ power under the Taxing and Spending Clause.\(^{119}\) The Court essentially found that the mandate was a tax for not having adequate insurance.\(^{120}\) While an interesting opinion, the language does little to expand Congress’ power under the Necessary and Proper Clause in contrast to the Courts of Appeals opinions. Thus, it is unclear whether the logic of the lower courts’ opinions could be employed to support some type of compulsory voting legislation.

Alternatively, compulsory voting could be constitutionally sustained by applying an expanded interpretation of the Necessary and Proper Clause in conjunction with the Election or Republican Guarantee Clause. *Thomas More’s* and *Seven-Sky’s* idea of “activity” extending to individuals who undoubtedly will interact with a given system can be analogized to the voting context: every citizen has little choice regarding whether to engage with some form of government. Whether it is an action as basic as serving on a jury, attending public school or paying taxes, one would be hard pressed to find an American citizen who hasn’t interacted with government. Thus, a civic duty to vote should be implied and enforced by the government upon every citizen. By not voting, an individual contributes to a widening of the socioeconomic gaps and a less functional government.\(^{121}\) Although these effects are not as readily measurable as the burden of uninsureds on the health services market, Congress could commission research to document the costs of abstention as quantitative data.

For compulsory voting legislation to succeed, Congress must accept the idea that low voter turnout rates entail severe consequences that must be avoided. A common theme underlying many of the

\(^{118}\) Id. at 17; *Wickard v. Filburn* involved a farmer who harvested a quantity of wheat in excess of a federal quota set under the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, 317 U.S. 111, 113 (1942). The farmer averred that the Act violated the Commerce Clause because it defined the quotas to include wheat consumed “on the premises” of the farm as well as wheat sold on the conventional market. Id. at 118–19. The Court upheld the Act as a valid exercise of Commerce Clause powers, reasoning that Congress had the power to regulate the interstate wheat market, and crop yields in excess of quotas, regardless of whether they are sold on the conventional market, affect the market by increasing supply. See id. at 128–29.


\(^{120}\) Id.

\(^{121}\) See Mariën, *supra* note 9, at 3–4.
Obamacare decisions is recognition of the “crisis” that the health care services market is currently experiencing, the effects of which are measurable by financial documentation.\footnote{See Seven-Sky v. Holder, 661 F.3d 1, 4, 21 (D.C. Cir. 2011), cert. denied 133 S. Ct. 63 (2012); Thomas More Law Ctr. v. Obama, 651 F.3d 529, 534, 535 (6th Cir. 2011) abrogated by Nat’l Fed’n of Indep. Bus. v. Sebelius, 567 U.S. ___, 132 S. Ct. 2566 (2012).} Although the crisis of an apathetic polity is harder to document through quantitative measures, the apparent disconnect between politicians and their constituents’ desires has become increasing clear and has seriously undermined the effectiveness of our government.

2. USE OF TAXING AND SPENDING CLAUSE POWERS TO ENACT COMPULSORY VOTING

Congress could also potentially utilize the implied powers of the Taxing and Spending Clause in order to enact compulsory voting.\footnote{U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 1.} Although the text of the Clause is relatively limited,\footnote{The clause reads “[t]he Congress shall have Power To lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to pay the Debts and provide for the common Defence and general Welfare of the United States; but all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform throughout the United States.” Id.} the Supreme Court has upheld Congressional attempts to attach strings to federal funding. In 1984, Congress passed the National Minimum Drinking Age Act (“NMDAA”), which withheld federal highway funding from any state that lowered its legal drinking age to below twenty-one years.\footnote{South Dakota v. Dole, 483 U.S. 203, 205 (1987); National Minimum Drinking Age Act, Pub. L. No. 98–363, 98 Stat. 435, 437 (codified as amended at 23 U.S.C. § 158 (2006)).} South Dakota lowered its drinking age to nineteen and challenged the NMDAA, claiming that Congress had exceeded its power under the Taxing and Spending Clause.\footnote{\textit{Dole}, 483 U.S. at 205.} In a 7-2 decision, the Court upheld the NMDAA as a valid exercise of Congress’ power.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 204.}

The Court has extended the Taxing and Spending Clause so far as to slightly impugn First Amendment protections. In the mid-2000s, law schools restricted military recruiters’ access to their campuses in protest of the Federal Government’s “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” policy concerning homosexuals in the armed forces.\footnote{See Rumsfeld v. Forum for Academic & Inst. Rights, Inc., 547 U.S. 47, 51 (2006).} In response, Congress enacted 10 U.S.C. § 983, known as the Solomon Amendment, which
-contained a provision withholding specific federal funds (primarily those from the Department of Defense, Homeland Security, and the C.I.A.) from any university who chose to disallow the recruiters on their campus.129

Law schools around the country filed suit challenging the Solomon Amendment, claiming that it infringed upon their First Amendment freedoms of speech and association.130 In a unanimous decision, the Supreme Court upheld the amendment as a valid exercise of the Taxing and Spending Clause.131 The Court held that “Congress is free to attach reasonable and unambiguous conditions to federal financial assistance that educational institutions are not obligated to accept,” and that the provision “neither limits what law schools may say nor requires them to say anything.”132 Essentially, the Court allowed Congress to pressure the universities into supporting the U.S. Army through allowing military recruiters on their campuses.133 However, the Court lessened the potential impact of their decision by manipulating what the word “speech” included, finding that no speech was compelled here, as the universities did not “speak” simply by allowing the recruiters on campus.134

The Court essentially allowed Congress to indirectly encourage state action through the Taxing and Spending Clause. Thus, the Clause could be a powerful tool in order to pass compulsory voting legislation by withholding federal electoral funding attached to the electoral process to “encourage” states to incorporate the concept into their voting procedures. There is an obvious nexus between Congress’ goals (encouraging voter turnout) and the subject matter of the funding (election procedures).

The Taxing and Spending Clause has generally enjoyed broad applicability. However, there has been recent limitation on its scope. Congress passed 42 U.S.C. § 2996, known as the Legal Services Corporation Act, in 1996 in order to distribute funds to provide free legal assistance to indigent clients through the Legal Services Corporation
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LSC (“LSC”), a newly created administrative agency. Congress prohibited LSC from distributing funds to any organization that represented clients for the purpose of amending or otherwise challenging existing welfare law.

Private contributors, indigent clients, and local public officials brought suit against the law in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York alleging that the provision prohibiting challenges to existing welfare law violated their First Amendment rights. The court struck down the provision, but explicitly held that viewpoint-based funding decisions can be sustained in which the government is itself the speaker. Even more intriguingly, the court held that when the government disburses public funds to private entities to convey a governmental message, it may prescribe a specific viewpoint provided that appropriate steps are taken to ensure that its message is neither garbled nor distorted by the grantee. However, the court struck down the law based on the program and the law’s “presumption that private, nongovernmental speech is necessary and a substantial restriction is placed upon that speech.”

Inclusion of a “no candidate” ballot or other potential exception procedures in the compulsory voting legislation could eliminate the insidious “substantial restriction” issue.

There is existing law that could be amended to include compulsory requirements. The National Voter Registration Act of 1993 (“NVRA”) and the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (“HAVA”) both set standards for the states in terms of national and federal election procedures designed to encourage eligible individuals to vote. The NVRA begins by putting forth a number of factual findings, including that it is the duty of Federal, State, and local government to promote the exercise of an individual’s franchise. Simply amending this duty to require state governments to mandate voting as opposed to encouraging an individual to exercise their franchise seems simple enough. The cost
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of establishing such a program under the laws would be minimal. The Election Assistance Commission already enforces both acts.\textsuperscript{143} Thus, any counterargument based on the claim that significant administrative costs would be incurred is erroneous. Moreover, noncompliance penalties would offset the cost of enforcement. Both the Australian and Belgian systems arguably show that the actual instances which require a full prosecution proceeding are insignificant, usually somewhere in between two and three percent, and the program could actually generate revenue as first and second time offenders could be charged a nominal fee to help encourage compliance.

Thus, Congress’ Taxing and Spending power could be used to withhold funding from states which do not enact some baseline form of compulsory voting. Based on the language in the \textit{Dole} and \textit{Rumsfeld} decisions, the law would need to be reasonable and unambiguous and require a no-candidate ballot option to avoid “requiring” or “limiting” an individual citizen’s speech. Any challenges to the law could be summarily dispatched by the court’s holdings in \textit{Dole} and \textit{Rumsfeld} by allowing a viewpoint neutral “restriction” on an individual’s right not to vote.

Alternatively, as discussed above, the Supreme Court’s logic in their decision upholding Obamacare could potentially be applied in a compulsory voting context. Chief Justice Roberts upheld the individual mandate in his majority opinion based on Congress’ Taxing and Spending powers.\textsuperscript{144} The opinion is couched in cautionary language, so it is unclear whether the decision substantially expands Congress’ power.\textsuperscript{145} However, the end result was the affirmation of a penalty based on the failure to complete a specific action, which is essentially what compulsory voting legislation would involve.\textsuperscript{146}

Despite the broad application of the Taxing and Spending and Commerce powers, it is unlikely that compulsory voting would be passed at a federal level. Our country has a deep aversion against federal involvement with our individual actions. The structure of our Constitution explicitly limits federal powers while granting all other powers exclusively to the states, reflecting the desires of the framers to
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avoid creating a system that would allow a dominant central government.\textsuperscript{147} Thus, compulsory voting has a better chance of being passed at a state level.

**B. STATE LEGISLATION**

States or municipalities could enact compulsory voting in their jurisdictions. This method would avoid some of the political and constitutional issues described above. It is possible, as seen in Australia, that the success of these individual laws could spawn national support for the idea. Under the plenary power of the Tenth Amendment, States have broad powers to regulate the franchise of their citizens.\textsuperscript{148} Some states disenfranchise felons and individuals deemed mentally incompetent, while others encourage voter participation through law.\textsuperscript{149} Thus, compelling individuals to vote is arguably just a matter of degree. Alternatively, individual states could simply amend their constitutions to compel voting. Around the beginning of the nineteenth century, two states amended their constitutions to permit compulsory voting legislation;\textsuperscript{150} however, those laws were never enacted by their respective legislatures.\textsuperscript{151}

Enactment of compulsory voting law through the plenary power of the Tenth Amendment is a promising option. The basic structure framed by the Constitutional draftsmen following the Revolutionary War was designed to prevent unbridled central government.\textsuperscript{152} Thus, the framers required any federal legislation to be explicitly connected to one
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\textsuperscript{152} \textit{See} Kurt T. Lash, \textit{A Brief History of the Tenth Amendment}, Tenth Amendment Ctr., \url{http://tenthamendmentcenter.com/2013/03/05/a-brief-history-of-the-tenth-amendment} (last visited Mar. 31, 2013). For example, the New York Constitutional Convention declared that “every power, jurisdiction and right, which is not by the said Constitution clearly delegated to the Congress of the United States, or the departments of the government thereof, remains to the people of the several states, or to their respective state governments, to whom they may have granted the same; and that those clauses in the said Constitution, which declare, that Congress shall not have or exercise certain powers, do not imply that Congress is entitled to any powers not given by the said Constitution; but such clauses are to be construed either as exceptions to certain specified powers, or as inserted merely for greater caution.” Id.
of the enumerated powers under Art. I, Section 8.  

States have broad control over elections under the Supreme Court’s interpretation of plenary power. In *Oregon v. Mitchell*, a number of states challenged amendments to the Voting Rights Act, including amendments lowering the voting age to eighteen and eliminating residency requirements and literacy tests. The states claimed that the new statute usurped powers reserved to the states to control their elections. The Supreme Court ultimately upheld most of the statute, holding that the states’ authority to enact voting legislation was limited in light of Congress’ power to regulate elections under Article I, Section 4, coupled with its Necessary and Proper Clause powers. However, while Congress could set requirements for voting in federal elections, it did not have the power to set the voting age for state elections.

Courts at all levels frequently strike down legislation pertaining to elections, including residency requirements, literacy tests, and legislation excluding non-party members from primary elections. The focus of many of these opinions is whether the purported goal of the regulation is important enough in relation to the potential burden it creates.

### III. CONSTITUTIONAL AND PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO POTENTIAL COMPULSORY VOTING LEGISLATION

Constitutionally, compulsory voting highlights a complex problem – “whether the vote which a citizen possesses is indeed a mere right which he may or may not use . . . or whether it is a social duty, an obligation to the community the fulfilment of which the state should enforce.” Compulsory voting law potentially infringes on citizens’
right to freedom of speech and could incite dissent against the Federal Government as an intrusion on personal autonomy.

An important question is whether the right to vote inversely implies the right not to vote. Rephrased, does a right automatically imply the ability to waive itself? The limited challenges to the Australian law have been based on this concept. The Supreme Court has not addressed the ability to waive voting rights specifically, but with respect to the right to waive a jury trial, “[t]he ability to waive a constitutional right does not ordinarily carry with it the right to insist upon the opposite of that right.” Although the Supreme Court has never held that exercising the right not to vote is a form of speech, some pundits believe that it should receive First Amendment protections. It is possible to distinguish compulsory attendance at the polls from compulsory expression by providing a “no candidate” ballot similar to the Australian system, or an application for excusal based on an individual’s desire to express themselves through non-communication.

Arguably, compulsory voting legislation could actually increase activity in the “marketplace of ideas,” especially in the voting context, thus discounting the powerful First Amendment arguments against such legislation. Increasing the amount of voters would theoretically increase the political awareness of candidates and government, thus prompting discussion between individuals at all levels of society of how the issues should be addressed by federal and local entities. Compulsory voting law could reduce the incentive for political campaigns to focus solely on motivating the extreme bases of their parties by making drastic promises that impede their ability to be effective and cooperative politicians.

As noted above, the interpretation of the Necessary and Proper Clause in the Courts of Appeals’ decisions upholding Obamacare

164 See generally Matsler, supra note 23. Matsler argues that institutional forces within each political party might view compulsory voting as a threat to their attempts to seize or maintain power. Id. at 977–78. “[U]nequal participation [in the electoral system] can result in unequal influence.” Mariën, supra note 9, at 4. If a party’s extreme bases mostly influence that party’s platform, compulsory voting will tend to make party agendas more representative of the electorate at large.
potentially prompts an intriguing conclusion. If an individual will almost inevitably interact with a system or process that is allowed to be regulated by the Federal Government and their refusal to responsibly interact with that system has a detrimental effect on others, Congress may compel an individual citizen to complete a specific action.

Another important concern compulsory voting addresses is voter fraud. Much of recent electoral legislation on the state level purports to address increasing instances of voter fraud.\(^{166}\) Although it is unclear whether this drastic increase in voter fraud is even real,\(^{167}\) compulsory voting could almost completely eradicate the problem if administered effectively. If every citizen is obligated either to vote or at least register attendance at the polls on Election Day, fraudulent voters are unlikely to be successful short of stealing someone’s identity.

The connection between the decline in socioeconomic status and low voter turnout has been well documented.\(^{168}\) Support could be garnered for compulsory voting legislation by bringing this connection to the attention of the general public. It seems logical that if individuals believe that a candidate’s stance coincides closely with their own, they are more likely to express their agreement with the policy at the polls. In order to ascertain a candidate’s views and compare them to their own, the citizen would need to attend campaign events and follow the news closely, which are desirable consequences. Compulsory voting would solve what appears to be the biggest problem with our voting system today: disconnect between politicians’ understanding of the issues and desired resolution of those issues by the general public.

This disconnect creates apathy and reinforces the idea that “one vote won’t make the difference.” One can enjoy the benefits of living in a free, democratic society whether one expends the time and effort to vote or not.\(^{169}\) Compulsory voting legislation would simply be a gentle reminder that an element of democracy is the contract between you and your fellow citizens to participate in government. Citizens are required to


\(^{167}\) See Saul, supra note 166.


sit on juries and pay taxes; how is voting a less important civic duty? However, as established above, voting is largely norm-driven and highly habitual. Thus, in order to reverse the growing trend of abstention and encourage future generations of potential voters to develop the habit of voting, a drastic solution is necessary.

CONCLUSION

Compulsory voting is constitutionally sustainable and could benefit the United States in a number of significant ways, including reducing social inequality, increasing the perceived legitimacy of state and federal government, eliminating opportunities for voter fraud and providing a more functional and innovative group of cooperative representatives who are actually elected by the majority of eligible voters. A constitutional amendment could establish compulsory voting, but is unlikely. In contrast to Belgium’s amendment procedure, the United States requires a higher level of support for the change. Given the general public’s aversion to government involvement in everyday life, especially actions with free speech implications, a constitutional amendment establishing compulsory voting would probably not be successful.

However, federal legislation is arguably constitutionally sustainable in light of the recent expansion of the powers implied by the Necessary and Proper Clause by decisions regarding the individual mandate included in the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act. The legislation could be based on a number of Congressional powers enumerated in Article 8, including the Republican Guarantee, Election, or Taxing and Spending Clause. The success of any potential challenges would depend on the judiciaries’ understanding of the severity of the negative impact abstention has inflicted upon our society.

Compulsory voting legislation at a state level shows promise theoretically as well. The states have broad authority to enact legislation under the plenary power of the Tenth Amendment. Alternatively, as seen around the turn of the century, they could simply amend their state constitutions to implement the concept. Additionally, it is likely that if state legislation enacting compulsory voting was effective and accepted, it would gain national support as seen in Australia, possibly leading to eventual establishment of nationwide legislation. There is case law and
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current legislation that has interpreted state authority to include the ability to control and encourage their electorate. Thus, as seen on a federal level through the Taxing and Spending Clause, “encouragement” can easily border on practically compelling action, providing a strong basis for compulsory voting legislation to stand on.

Finally, although a number of constitutional and practical arguments exist challenging the enactment of compulsory voting in the United States, equally compelling arguments exist to discount these challenges. The benefits far outweigh the foreseeable consequences of implementation of compulsory voting, and given the dysfunction in our state and national governments, the American polity is more likely to try less traditional solutions in order to remedy these disturbing problems.

Thus, this comment suggests that the current political environment in the United States calls for compulsory voting as a necessary solution to habitual behavior of abstention and apathetic attitudes toward government. Every citizen owes a duty to his fellow citizen to engage in government in order to ensure its legitimacy, and compulsory voting is the ideal and least intrusive way to guarantee that the values of democracy continue to run strong in the United States.